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Abstract: We propose and demonstrate a new type of electro-optic polymeric microring resonators, where the shape of the transmission spectrum
is controlled by losses and phase shifts induced at the asymmetric directional coupler between the cavity and the bus waveguide. The theoretical
analysis of such Charon microresonators shows, depending on the coupler
design, three different transmission characteristics: normal Lorentzian
dips, asymmetric Fano resonances, and Lorentzian peaks. The combination
of the active azo-stilbene based polyimide SANDM2 surrounded by the
hybrid polymer Ormocomp allowed the first experimental demonstration of
electro-optic modulation in Charon microresonators. The low-loss modulators (down to 0.6 dB per round trip), with a radius of 50 µm, were produced
by micro-embossing and exhibit either highly asymmetric and steep Fano
resonances with large 43-GHz modulation bandwidth or strong resonances
with 11-dB extinction ratio. We show that Charon microresonators can
lead to 1-V half wave voltage all-polymer micrometer-scale devices with
larger tolerances to coupler fabrication limitations and wider modulation
bandwidths than classical ring resonators.
© 2008 Optical Society of America
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1.

Introduction

The growing demand on telecommunication systems allowing for real-time multimedia streaming makes polymeric devices interesting for electro-optic modulation with bandwidths beyond
100 GHz. Due to their low dielectric loss and permittivity, reducing both electric attenuation
and velocity mismatch between electric driving signals and optical carrier waves, polymeric devices are very promising candidates to suit the technological requirements for next generation
high speed optical communications [1–3].
In the last few years, excellent modulation bandwidths and driving voltages have been
demonstrated in centimeter-scale polymeric Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI) [1–3]. Despite this well established device technology, microring resonators have been shown to have
the potential of higher miniaturization, better velocity mismatch tolerances and therefore larger
bandwidths than MZI [4]. Polymeric microring resonators, as insulating dielectrics, are advantageous because of the electronic nature of the electro-optic (EO) response preserving the
modulation performances beyond 100 GHz [5] and often require simpler technological prerequisites for the fabrication of the devices if compared to semiconductors (e.g., see [6]). Nevertheless, there are still some restrictions in terms of size reduction and dimensions of functional
elements [7], while semiconductor-based ring resonators have already been demonstrated in
micrometer-scale [8]. Among the major issues associated with EO polymeric ring-like devices,
the usually small refractive index contrast between core and cladding makes bending losses
non-negligible for curvature radii smaller than 100 µm. Also physicochemical compatibilities,
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Fig. 1. Left:Scheme of a traveling wave resonator with lossless coupler. κtw is the amplitude
2 + τ 2 = 1.
coupling constant and τtw is the amplitude transmission constant, where κtw
tw
Right: Operation principle of a resonator-based EO modulation. ∆T is the resonator signal
extinction, while ∆φ is the EO induced round-trip phase modulation amplitude.

technological features necessary for precise structuring [9], and successful, stable poling of the
active compound in microstructures are generally challenging.
In this work, we introduce, design, model and produce EO polymeric microring modulators
coupled to the bus waveguide by means of a so-called Charon coupler. In Section 2, we give
a glance to the quantities characterizing a cavity-based EO modulator, particularly considering
modulation sensitivity and bandwidth limitations, emphasizing the fabrication restrictions to
overcome, for producing high performance modulators. In Section 3, we will show that Charon
microresonators exhibit resonances with high extinction peaks and dips, whose shape is either symmetric Lorentzian or sharp and asymmetric. In Section 4, we present the experimental
demonstration of such microresonators by micro-embossing and in Section 5 we analyze their
spectral and EO characteristics. The presented approach provides better design freedom of the
microring devices and can be regarded as a potential breakthrough towards further miniaturization of polymeric integrated optics systems.
2.

Ring-like cavities as electro-optical modulators

A ring-shaped optical cavity coupled to a single bus waveguide (Fig. 1, left), also known as
traveling wave resonator [10], has an intensity transmission function (e.g., see [4])
T (φ ) =

Eout
Ein

2

= 1−

2 )
(1 − ξ 2 )(1 − τtw
.
(1 − τtw ξ )2 + 4τtw ξ sin2 (φ /2)

(1)

In Eq. (1), φ is the round-trip phase change, ξ the amplitude round-trip loss factor, and
τtw the cavity-bus waveguide amplitude transmission constant. The extinction at resonance
∆T ≡ Tmax − Tmin reaches its maximum
pin case of critical coupling, for that τtw = ξ .
The finesse of the resonator F ≡ π τtw ξ /(1 − τtw ξ ) is used to write Eq. (1) in form of
T (φ ) = 1 −
1+

TR
,

2F 2
sin2 (φ /2)
π

(2)

2 )/(1 − τ ξ )2 = 1 − T
where TR ≡ (1 − ξ 2 )(1 − τtw
tw
min is equal to one in case of critical coupling.
F relates the free spectral range to the resonator linewidth δ φ through

F≈
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The finesse is a direct indication of the sharpness of the resonance lines with respect to their
spectral separation, giving a p
measure of the cavity’s quality. The often reported finesse of the
unloaded resonator (Ful = π ξ /(1 − ξ )) is a common way to express cavity losses.
The modification of the round-trip phase change
2π  n3 Vm 
− reff
L,
(3)
∆φ =
λ
2
d
through the electro-optic effect, applying a modulation Voltage Vm , results in an amplitude modulation of the signal transmitted by the resonator (Fig. 1, right). The quantities λ , n, reff , d, L
in Eq. (3) are the optical wavelength in vacuum, the effective refractive index, the effective
electro-optic coefficient (including the optical/modulating field overlap coefficient), the electrode distance, and the ring circumference, respectively.
2.1.

Modulation characteristics and limitations

Large signal switching by low voltage modulation is possible by setting the (phase) working
point φo where the transmission curve’s slope dT /dφ is largest. It can be easily shown from
Eq. (2) that the maximum slope is proportional to F and holds
√
3 3 TR
dT
=
F,
(4)
dφ max
8 π
√
at φo = ± 3π/(3F ) mod2π. In case of critical coupling (τtw = ξ ), TR is equal to one and
|dT /dφ |max ≈ F /5. The consequence is that high modulation efficiency requires a large resonator finesse and the modulation sensitivity, expressed in terms of resonator equivalent half
wave voltage [7]
Vπeq =

π 1
π
1
=
dT
δ
φ
2 | dV
2
| max
| δV dT
dφ |

,

(5)

max

is inversely proportional to F . The quantity δ φ /δV in Eq. (5) defines the tuning sensitivity of
the device.
On the other hand, F sets a fundamental limitation to the maximal modulation speed. In fact,
even if polymeric microrings are good candidates for compact high speed EO modulation because of their material characteristics, for switching frequencies over today’s standard 10 GHz,
microring resonators show intrinsic dynamics limitations due to photon cavity lifetimes τcav ,
regardless of material EO sensitivities. If τtw and ξ are close to one, the resonator has a large
finesse that is directly proportional to the photon cavity lifetime as [11]
τcav ≈

nL
F.
2πc

(6)

opt
Therefore, the available (optical) bandwidth f3dB
≡ 1/(2πτcav ) is inversely proportional to the
finesse. Eqs. (4) and (6) demonstrate that there is a trade-off between fast and efficient EO
modulation: high quality resonators with a large finesse allow for high signal extinctions by low
voltage modulations but simultaneously severely limit the available modulation bandwidth.
Furthermore, as shown in the following paragraph (Section 2.2), for ring cavities with radii
shrinking below 100 µm, the coupling efficiency is strongly reduced, among others, by the insufficient field interaction length at the coupler, so that micrometer-scale ring p
resonators are
2 ∼ 0,
usually undercoupled (τtw > ξ ). For cavities with the coupling constant κtw = 1 − τtw
the photons hardly enter and exit the resonator, so that τcav is increased and the resulting bandwidth is further limited. Additionally, if the spectrum is asymmetric or Tmax  1, a meaningful
calculation of the photon cavity lifetime is only possible by evaluating the inverse Fourier transform of the resonances (see Section 5).
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2.2.

Coupling performance and limitations

Interaction Length, l=22 λ

The two parameters characterizing the resonator performances are the cavity losses, represented
by the amplitude round-trip loss factor ξ , and the coupling constant κtw . While the former is
mostly given by the cavity quality alone, the latter depends more on the design of the coupling
region between bus and resonator waveguides.
0.03

0.02

χ~
0.01
0.04
0.02
0

0.10
0.15

0.05

κ2tw

0

∆n

2 between a straight and a 32λ -radius bent waveguide
Fig. 2. Vertical power coupling κtw
(corresponding to a radius of 50 µm for a wavelength λ = 1.55 µm) as a function of the effective index difference ∆n and the mode overlap coupling coefficient χ, expressed through
the dimensionless parameter χ̃ ≡ χλ . The calculations are made by perturbation theory assuming a homogeneous field interaction along the whole interaction length l = 22λ .

2 , as a function of the interaction length l between the optical
The absolute power coupling κtw
fields in two adjacent waveguides, can be calculated through coupled-mode theory based on a
perturbation approximation as [12]
2
κtw
(l) = P sin2 (ql),

(7)

√
where q = [χ 2 + 4∆β 2 ] is the spatial coupling frequency and P = (χ/q)2 the maximal
coupling efficiency. The coupling parameter χ is defined by mode overlap integral, while
∆β = (2π/λ )∆n is the propagation constant mismatch due to the effective index difference ∆n
2 on the dimenbetween the waveguides. In Fig. 2, we present the calculated dependence of κtw
sionless coupling parameter χ̃ ≡ χλ for a fixed interaction length l (in units of λ ), and we use
∆n as second free parameter; we chose these parameters for generality purposes.
For a given mode overlap χ̃, the presence of ∆n 6= 0 increases the spatial coupling frequency,
making the patterned interaction length l, due to fabrication tolerances, inaccurate for effective
coupling. Simultaneously, ∆n reduces considerably the maximal coupling efficiency P. The difference between the effective refractive indices of bus and ring waveguides can severely limit
the absolute power coupling and makes the cavity useless for amplitude modulation purposes.
2 between a single-mode straight wavegFor polymeric devices, the absolute power coupling κtw
uide and a 32λ -radius bent waveguide with different effective indices, is well below 0.01 in
a usual operating regime (χ̃ < 0.01 [12]; Fig. 2). The source of ∆n may be solely due to the
difficulties to match the effective indices of straight and curved structures [13], but ∆n is more
significant if two independent materials for bus and ring waveguides are used. We believe that
the coupling dependence on the effective index difference ∆n is a severe limitation which affects
primarily the spectral response of the resonator and finally compromises the modulation effectivity of the device. Therefore, for sufficient coupling between an EO ring and a passive port
channel, one needs to significantly modify the field interaction region to enhance the coupling
of light to the ring.
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throughput
port

input port
Fig. 3. Operation principle of a Charon microresonator. Out of resonance (left), most of the
light entering the coupler is lost due to the distortion of the bus waveguide. In resonance
(right), the ring “carries” the light across the lossy coupler leading to intensity maxima at
the throughput port.

In the following section, we propose a new coupler design that increases the coupling considerably and also helps to overcome the finesse trade-off that limits the modulation bandwidth
of high-efficiency resonator-based modulators.
3.

Charon microresonators

The microring modulator we propose and demonstrate, that we call Charon, is based on the
control of the losses in the coupling region, leading to an unexpected spectral behavior of the
resonator. We show that the coupling characteristics dramatically influence the shape of the
resonance curve at the throughput port. It may result in either spectra with Lorentzian peaks instead of dips, or strongly asymmetric spectra, leading to several advantages regarding coupling
tolerances, resonance sharpness and tuning sensitivity.
The concept of the Charon microring resonator is depicted in Fig. 3. The bus waveguide is
deformed so that, out of resonance (Fig. 3, left), the intensity at the throughput port is reduced,
but the coupling to the ring is enhanced because the waveguides are merged. A significant
portion of the light enters the ring but, since it is out of resonance, after a round trip interferes destructively with the entering light. In resonance, however (Fig. 3, right), the whispering
gallery mode interferes constructively, resulting in an increase of the optical power stored in
the ring, which is partially released into the bus waveguide at the throughput port. The ring
acts therefore as a bandpass filter, collecting light at resonance from the input port and carrying it to the throughput port. The role of the Charon microring resonator is similar to that of
the ferryman Charon in Greek mythology, taking souls across the river Acheron, and suggests,
therefore, its name.
For the description of the Charon microring, we model the resonator spectral behavior introducing a special coupler consisting of three parts: two lossless partial couplers separated by
a lossy field propagation region (see Fig. 4). The partial couplers are considered ideal, i.e.
short enough so that the phase shift due to different propagation constants in the bus and the
ring waveguide can be neglected. For the calculation of the transmitted field at the throughput
port D as a function of the incoming field at the input port A, we use an amplitude-coupling matrix method. We first consider the incoming optical fields A from the input port and a from the
resonator, passing the first partial coupler and being divided into the fields B and b. The optical
waves B and b represent the fields in the two different arms of the Charon coupler immediately
after the first partial coupler. The linear relation between (B, b) and (A, a) is given in matrix form
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a = ξeiφd

Fig. 4. Scheme of a Charon coupler between a straight waveguide and a microring resonator. The model of the coupler consists of three parts: two lossless partial couplers along
with a lossy propagation region. The amplitude coupling constant κ and the transmission factor τ at the two partial couplers are real and must guarantee energy conservation,
κ 2 + τ 2 = 1. The field loss factor of the cavity is ξ , while φ is the resonator round-trip
phase change. The relations between the different optical field amplitudes are expressed in
matrix form.

in Fig. 4. The amplitude coupling and transmission constants for the partial couplers are κ and
τ, respectively; ideally, they are real quantities and fulfill energy conservation, κ 2 + τ 2 = 1
since we assume that all losses of the entire Charon coupler occur in the propagation region
between the partial couplers. Eventual reflections and scattering at the partial couplers may affect the input/output efficiency of the device, but not the shape of the transmission spectrum.
Note that κ and τ are not directly related to the coefficients κtw and τtw of a classical, weakly
coupling, “single-element” directional coupler as introduced in Section 2. The optical fields
B and b propagate toward the second partial coupler experiencing losses and phase shifts, described by α = r exp(−iδ ) along the straight arm of the Charon coupler and β = t exp(−iγ)
within its bent arm. The resulting fields C = r exp(−iδ )B and c = t exp(−iγ)b couple in the
second partial coupler. At the exit of the Charon coupler, the field D enters the throughput port
waveguide, while d reaches the cavity. Within the ring resonator, the whispering gallery mode
d propagates through the cavity, undergoing amplitude losses ξ and a round-trip phase shift φ
before entering the Charon coupler again. Therefore, the field a can be expressed with the field
d after propagation along the ring circumference, as a = ξ exp(iφ )d.
The transmission function of the resonator T = |D/A|2 is calculated from the product of
matrices

 




D
τ iκ
α 0
τ iκ
A
=
.
(8)
d
iκ τ
0 β
iκ τ
a
For T , one finds:
T (φ ) = α(1 − κ 2 ) − β κ 2 −

(α + β )2 κ 2 (1 − κ 2 )ξ eiφ
1 + (ακ 2 − β (1 − κ 2 ))ξ eiφ

2

.

(9)

Eq. (9) depends on one hand on intrinsic cavity losses ξ and on the other hand on the parameters
of the Charon coupler: the (partial) coupling constant κ; the losses r and t, as well as the phase
shifts experienced within the coupler’s arms δ and γ, respectively.
Since the simultaneous control of all parameters is very difficult, we consider the following
approximation. The bent arm of the Charon coupler belongs to the ring resonator, therefore, the
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Fig. 5. Throughput port transmission characteristics of Charon microresonators for partial
coupler energy exchange coefficients κ 2 = [0.05, 0.1, 0.5], energy coupler loss parameters r2 = [0.9, 0.6, 0.1] an phase asymmetry δ = [0, π/2, 0], respectively. Slope, extinction
and insertion loss for these curves are marked with the corresponding symbol in Fig. 7. All
curves are calculated for an amplitude resonator loss factor ξ = 0.9, ring radius R = 50 µm
and effective refractive index neff = 1.7.

bent arm losses t and phase shifts γ are included in the cavity counterparts ξ and φ , respectively.
This way, β = 1 and the effects of the Charon coupler are assumed only by the straight arm
with its losses r and phase shift δ , together with the partial coupling constant κ.
Depending on the values of κ, r and δ , such couplers can basically lead to three different
throughput port transmission spectra: Lorentzian dips as for normal traveling wave resonators;
Lorentzian peaks, otherwise typical for drop ports of add-drop microresonators; Fano resonances with strongly asymmetric resonances.
Lorentzian dips in the throughput port transmission spectrum obviously appear if δ = 0,
κ  1, and r → 1 since this is the normal case of a traveling wave resonator with weak coupling
and low insertion loss (Fig. 5, 9). Note that, if r = 1 and δ = 0, a direct comparison between the
“normal” transmission function as in Eq. (1) and the Charon transmission function in Eq. (9) is
still possible after the substitutions τtw = τ 2 − κ 2 and κtw = 2κτ, since the cavity keeps its full
symmetry. The same kind of curve is also observed if δ 6= 0 for a cavity in a strong coupling
regime (e.g. κ 2 = 0.35, see Fig. 6, ). Due to the fact that α 6= 1, a direct comparison of Eqs. (1)
and (9) is not possible in this case.
Lorentzian peaks are observed in Charon microring transmission spectra in the occurrence,
out of resonance, most of the light is lost at the coupler but the power exchange at the partial
couplers is enhanced. For the example shown in Fig. 5, (∗), with r2 = 0.1 and κ 2 = 0.5, the
extinction ratio is still very high and the insertion loss (i.e. the power missing at the throughput
port due to the losses at the coupler) is kept in the order of 0.2. The operation principle of this
type of Charon devices has been heuristically explained in Fig. 3.
Fano resonances [15], having very steep edges, are realized with a moderately lossy coupler (r2 = 0.3-0.6), where a coupler phase propagation mismatch (δ > 0) leads to a strongly
asymmetric spectrum (Fig. 5,  and Fig. 6, ◦).
As shown, the phase mismatch δ may not only be responsible for the asymmetry of the
spectrum, but plays a decisive role also in case of strong coupling (κ 2 = 0.35) and low coupling
losses (r2 = 1): the velocity mismatch between the modes propagating in the two arms of the
Charon coupler leads to high extinction, sharp resonances that were impossible with fields
propagating at the same speed through the coupler (Fig. 6, compare  and ?). On the other hand,
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to δ = 0 (?). The photon lifetime of the lossy-coupler asymmetric resonator (r2 = 0.6, ◦)
is reduced by 30% with respect to the lifetime of a lossless-coupler asymmetric cavity
(r2 = 1, ), but the maximum slopes are similar. Slope, extinction and insertion loss for
these curves are marked with the corresponding symbol in Fig. 7.
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∆T = Tmax − Tmin and the insertion loss 1 − Tmax for three different coupler phase asymmetries δ = [0, π/2, 3π/4], varying energy coupling constants κ 2 and losses r2 , for a constant
ξ = 0.9. The symbols 9, ?, ∗, ◦, , and  represent the parameters for the spectra depicted
in Figs. 5 and 6.
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the losses at the coupler r2 and the resulting enhanced coupling broaden the resonances and
decrease the photon cavity lifetime, while the phase asymmetry δ ensures that at least one edge
of the transmission resonance remains steep. This represents a fundamental advantage of our
configuration: the modulation response can be increased without compromising the bandwidth
by appropriately tuning of the parameters (r, δ , κ). The photon lifetimes τcav of the curves ()
and (◦) of Fig. 6 have been calculated by Fourier analysis: they are 4.9 ps for the former and
3.4 ps for the latter.
Depending on the application and the technological requirements, as well as limitations dictated by the fabrication techniques, the coupler can be designed to match the needed wavelength selectivity, maximum spectral slope, extinction ratio, available modulation bandwidths
or insertion loss with larger tolerances by increasing the coupling acceptance through the phase
asymmetry δ (see Fig. 7).
As an example we consider the following two cases for a 50-µm radius microring modulator,
made of a material with an EO coefficient r33 ∼ 250 pm/V [14], with reasonably low losses (amplitude loss parameter ξ = 0.975, corresponding to 7 dB/cm). If the coupler is as conventional,
i.e. lossless and symmetric (r = 1, δ = 0), the spectral slopes dT /dλ needed for half wave
voltages below Vπ = 1.3V are reached for energy coupling parameters between κ 2 = 0.002
and κ 2 = 0.015 (Fig. 8). Alternatively, increasing δ up to 3π/4 with coupling losses as low
as r2 = 0.98, the same Vπ ’s are available for energy coupling constants from κ 2 = 0.015 to
κ 2 = 0.106. For such devices, the choice of the phase asymmetry parameter δ enlarges the
coupling acceptance by up to a factor of eight with respect to normal, lossless coupler resonators (r2 = 1, δ = 0).

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12
Energy Coupling, κ2
Fig. 8. Maximum spectral slope |dT /dλ |max and corresponding equivalent half wave volteq
age Vπ (see Eq. (5)) as a function of the energy coupling κ 2 for symmetric (δ = 0) and
strongly asymmetric (δ = 3/4π) Charon couplers, respectively. The coupling acceptance
for 1.3-V half wave voltage or better devices is increased from ∆κ 2 ∼ 0.013 (yellow shaded
area) if δ = 0 to ∆κ 2 ∼ 0.091 when δ = 3π/4 (green shaded area). A nonlinear optical
polymer with EO coefficient r33 ∼ 250 pm/V [14] has been considered.

The spectral behavior of the asymmetric Charon microring is similar to the one of a resonant
cavity coupled to a MZI, as proposed by Lu et al. [16] and realized by Absil et al. in GaAs [17]
and lately by Leinse et al. in polymers [18]. The advantage of the Charon configuration is that
there is no need for the “macroscopic” MZI, and the problems related to critical coupling can
be avoided, especially if the waveguides are made of materials with much different refractive
indices and if the interaction length at the coupler is particularly short. Sharply asymmetric line
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shapes have also been suggested by Fan [19] through a combination of two lopsided cavities,
and have been partially demonstrated by Chao and Guo [20] in passive polymeric racetrack
structures.
4.
4.1.

Realization of Charon microring modulators
Material choice

The performance needed for EO modulator applications sets severe requirements on the compounds of a polymeric microring and limits the number of possible material combinations.
n

O
N
O

N
N

NO 2

N
CH 3

Fig. 9. Structure of the azo-stilbene based polyimide SANDM2.

The core EO polymer must have a high index of refraction of at least 1.65 to allow for
bending radii as small as 50 µm, and a glass transition temperature Tg exceeding 150◦ C in
order to keep the chromophore orientation for a long time [3]. It must be highly photostable
for persistent strong conjugation of the active chromophores [21], and have an acceptable EO
coefficient r33 .
All these characteristics were measured in films of the azo-stilbene based polyimide
SANDM2 (see Fig. 9). SANDM2 exhibits Tg ∼ 175◦ C, with refractive index n = 1.67 ± 0.02,
and EO coefficient r33 = (8±2) pm/V, both at λ = 1550 nm wavelength. Its dielectric constant is
ε ∼ 3.7 at radio frequencies (rf) and it is known that azo-stilbenes experience almost no photooxidation and are particularly inert under optical irradiation [22]. Supplementary information
on polymers of the same family of SANDM2 is available in the work of Prêtre et al. [23].
The cladding material should have a refractive index smaller than 1.5 along with a dielectric permittivity possibly higher than that of the core, so that the driving electric field is more
concentrated in the active core material [1]. Additionally, the cladding must be mechanically
and chemically stable, and its electric strength must exceed 100 V/µm for standing the poling
procedure. Also, its combination with the core should allow for easy and precise structuring.
As a trade-off among the different characteristics, the UV curable hybrid polymer Ormocomp (Microresist Tech, Germany) is an ideal choice as cladding material. We determined the
refractive index at telecommunication wavelengths n = 1.50 ± 0.01, the dielectric constant is
ε ∼ 3.9 at rf, and we did not notice any breakdown for electric fields strengths in the order of
250 V/µm.
For technological reasons, low loss single mode bus waveguides were made of the photoresist
SU-8, also from Microresist, having a refractive index of n = 1.57 ± 0.01 at λ = 1550 nm.
4.2.

Device fabrication

The devices were produced by micro-embossing technique. As substrate, highly p-doped silicon wafers with resistivity smaller than 0.05 Ωcm were used, acting therefore also as lower
electrodes. A 2-µm thick layer of silicon dioxide at the surface served as index barrier to the
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D
Fig. 10. Schematic patterning procedure. (A) The straight bus waveguides of SU-8 were directly written by standard photolithography and covered by the cladding resin Ormocomp.
(B) The quartz mold with the microrings was pressed against the sample, structuring the
rings in form of grooves. Alternatively, either a deformation or a displacement of the bus
waveguides occurred by slight shifting of the stamp in contact with the SU-8 structures
and the patterns were fixed by UV exposure. The PPL-g-PEG coating allowed for clean
removal of the stamp from the molded Ormocomp layer. (C) The sample was coated with
the electro-optic polymer SANDM2 to fill the grooves. After vacuum drying, the excess
layer was removed by RIE. (D) The devices were covered with a cladding layer and a gold
top electrode.

substrate. The single mode port waveguides, produced by direct photolithography of the photoresist SU-8, having a cross section of 3.5 × 2 µm2 , were covered with the cladding resin
Ormocomp (Fig. 10, A). The 50-µm radius microrings were molded into the Ormocomp in
form of grooves using a series of previously structured quartz plates as stamps. These were
treated with a thin layer of graft co-polymer PLL-g-PEG (Susos, Switzerland) inhibiting the
adhesion of the resin to the plate. Being a crucial step of the device production, our specially
developed micro-embossing technique allows to pattern the microrings without damage and
simultaneously create the deformation at the bus waveguide needed to enhance coupling at the
Charon coupler (Fig. 10, B). The patterned Ormocomp with the ring-like grooves was then solidified by UV exposure and hard cured in the oven. The trenches were filled by repeated spin
coatings of a dense solution of SANDM2 in TCE and completely dried in vacuum (Fig. 10, C).
The SANDM2 film thickness in excess was etched down by oxygen plasma. The samples were
then coated by a cover film of 2 µm of Ormocomp followed by a deposition of a gold layer
acting as top electrode (Fig. 10, D). The resulting devices had a distance between the electrodes of 5 to 7 µm. Finally, the SANDM2 rings were poled slightly below Tg with a field of
about 100V /µm for 1 hour. The samples were cleaved in order to allow for end-fire coupling
during characterization experiments. Pictures of the produced couplers, showing two different
deformations achieved, are presented in Figs. 11 and 12.
5.

Experimental characterization of electro-optic Charon microring modulators

The electro-optic microring resonators were characterized by transmission and electro-optic
modulation experiments using TE and TM polarized light from the tunable laser diode Santec
TSL-220 focussed onto the input facets of the input bus waveguides. The transmitted spectrum
was collected by a photodiode. The top electrode on the sample was contacted using a needle
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while the bottom electrode was grounded by partially removing the oxide layer from the lower
face of the silicon wafer and covering it with silver paint. The spectral characterization was
performed by scanning the wavelength within the telecommunication C-band and recording
the transmission. A reference straight waveguide was used to estimate the losses introduced by
the Charon coupler. Modulation experiments were performed by applying a sinusoidal electric
signal to the electrodes (2 V peak-to-peak amplitude in the kilohertz range), and measuring the
amplitude modulation with a lock-in amplifier. The function generator and lock-in amplifier
used were an Instek GFG-8219 and a Stanford SR830, respectively.
The measured TE spectrum of 50-µm radius microresonators made of SANDM2 surrounded
by Ormocomp, with laterally distorted Charon coupler is shown in Fig. 11. It exhibits almost
symmetric high extinction ratio resonance peaks (about 11 dB). The analysis of the presented
measurement shows a round-trip loss factor ξ = 0.93, corresponding approximatively to ring
losses of 20 dB/cm, and a phase asymmetry δ = 1.7 rad. The power coupling at the partial
coupler κ 2 is enhanced by the bow of the Charon coupler to a value approaching 0.4. The
coupler loss factor due to the lateral deformation in the coupling region is r2 = 0.03 and the
transmission’s maximum slope |dT /dλ |max about 1.7 nm−1. Despite the low value of r2, the
total insertion loss 1 − Tmax can be quantified into 1 dB because the coupling is very strong and,
at resonance, about 80 % of the light is carried by the Charon resonator to the throughput port.
In Fig. 12, we present the transmission experiments done with vertically coupled Charon
microrings exhibiting both TE and TM (not shown) spectra with strongly asymmetric Fano
resonances. The analysis of the TE spectrum reveals a phase asymmetry δ = 2.0 rad, power
coupling κ 2 = 0.07, round-trip loss factor ξ = 0.9 with a coupler energy loss factor r2 of 0.4,
and extinction ratio of 7 dB. The absolute maximum slope is around 4.65 × 104 W/(cm2 nm)
that corresponds to |dT /dλ |max = 3.4 nm−1 . The total insertion loss for TE polarized light
is about 3 dB. The cavity photon lifetime of the device, τcav = 5.5 ps, has been determined

0

Wavelength [nm]
Fig. 11. Laterally coupled Charon microring. Left: Microscope picture of a lateral Charon
microring’s coupler with front-view scheme. The lateral displacement of the bus waveguide
is induced by a horizontal shift of the molding stamp. The rings had a radius of 50 µm and
a trapezoidal cross section with bases of 3 and 5 µm, respectively, while their height was
2 µm. Right: Measured TE transmitted intensity (solid line, left scale) and the corresponding analytical curve according to Eq. (9) (dotted line, right scale) showing high extinction
peak-like resonances. The curve parameters are: δ = 1.7 rad, κ 2 = 0.4, r2 = 0.03.
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Fig. 12. Vertically coupled Charon microring. Left: Microscope view of a vertical Charon
microring’s coupler with front-view scheme. A deformation of the bus waveguide is produced by slightly excessive pressure of the mold. The 50-µm radius rings had a trapezoidal
cross section with bases of 2 and 3 µm, respectively, and height of 2.7 µm. Right: Particular of the measured TE transmitted intensity (solid line, left scale) and the corresponding
analytical curve according to Eq. (9) (dotted line, right scale), showing strongly asymmetric Fano resonances with approximately linear steepest resonance edge (blue straight line).
The curve parameters are: δ = 2.0 rad, κ 2 = 0.07, r2 = 0.4. A wider portion of the spectrum
is depicted in the inset.

by Fourier analysis of the resonances. The corresponding available modulation bandwidth is
opt
f3dB
= 29 GHz, which is by 30% larger than for a classical undercoupled traveling wave resonator showing the same maximum spectral slope.
The TM spectrum exhibits the following parameters: phase asymmetry δ = 2.5 rad, power
coupling κ 2 = 0.17, round-trip loss and insertion loss factors ξ = 0.85 and r2 = 0.5, respectively. Due to the higher resonator losses, the extinction ratio is below 3 dB and the maximum
transmission slope |dT /dλ |max is about 1.9 nm−1 , with an insertion loss of 2 dB. For the TM
opt
polarization, τcav = 3.6 ps, corresponding to f3dB
= 43 GHz maximum modulation bandwidth.
These samples were used to perform preliminary electro-optic modulation experiments, in
which the on-chip r33 value remained smaller than 1 pm/V, meaning that the material was nearly
unpoled. Nevertheless, with non-optimized poling, the detected modulated signal showed a
tuning sensitivity of 6.5 MHz/V for TM polarization and 4.3 MHz/V for TE polarized light.
Through the constant derivative of the steepest resonance edge (blue straight line in Fig. 12),
we calculated that the switch-over voltage needed to turn on the transmission from Tmin = 0.1
to Tmax = 0.5 was Vso = 3.3 kV. A complete poling can lead to an effective EO coefficient
r33 ∼ 10 pm/V, thus, we expect the performances of these polymeric microring modulators to be
comparable with those we recently reported for ion-sliced thin-film lithium niobate microring
resonators [24]. By substituting SANDM2 with the currently demonstrated best on-chip EO
polymer AJC146 (r33 ∼ 150 pm/V on-chip) as presented by Enami et al. [3], one is able to
reduce the switch-over voltage of the presented microring modulators below Vso = 2 V.
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6.

Conclusions

We have proposed and realized a new type of microring modulators, that we called Charon,
based on a coupler with enhanced energy exchange. The suggested system allows to shape the
resonator transmission curve at the throughput port to obtain Lorentzian dips, Lorentzian peaks,
or asymmetric Fano resonances. Through the analysis of the Charon model, we demonstrated
that the additional phase shift introduced by the coupler in the optical wave makes possible to
produce 1-V half wave voltage micrometer-scale devices in spite of coupling tolerances and
intrinsic propagation losses. The low Vπ is possible by increasing the steepness of the transmission response still maintaining a larger bandwidth than for a comparable classical traveling
wave microring resonator.
First 50-µm radius Charon polymeric electro-optic microring modulators made of the azostilbene based polyimide SANDM2 surrounded by the hybrid UV curable Ormocomp have
been produced by micro-embossing. In a preliminary experiment, electro-optic modulation has
been demonstrated, showing the advantages of the Charon structure also in terms of available
modulation bandwidth. We are therefore persuaded that Charon microring resonators allow for
a further miniaturization of (polymeric) electro-optic devices toward very large scale integration
of optical circuits.
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